[Comparative analysis of Kameton spraying parameters of different manufacturers].
Based on a comparative analysis of the key dispersion parametries of spray-aerosol forms of drugs Kameton from different manufacturers the most effective drug in terms of delivery to the mucous membrane of the throat was choosen. The objects of study were 5 drugs brand Kameton, produced in the form of a metered-dose spray manufacturers of 'Firm 'VIPSMED' (RF), 'Altayvitaminy' (RF), 'Samaramedprom' (RF), 'ESCO-Pharm' (Armenia) and metered-dose aerosol - of 'Pharmstandard' (RF). Measurement of the dynamic characteristics of the spray and the dispersed composition of the spray was carried out by the method of shadow photography with digital image processing using the 'POLIS' system. Diagnose spray pattern spray angle and the shape of the cone spray pattern showed that the spray pattern is in the form of a wide hollow cone is in the drugs Kameton production of 'Firm 'VIPSME' and 'ESCO-Pharm' (Armenia). The study of the parameter 'spray duration' showed that in all studied sprays the classical three-stage spray is carried out. In the aerosol production of 'Pharmstandard' no initial and final stage, spraying takes place in jet, without forming a cone. The calculation of the proportion of the duration of the main stage to the total duration of the spray showed that the maximum value of this parameter is achieved in the spray production of 'Firm 'VIPSMED'. A comparison of five drugs Kameton dispersed composition showed that the drug Kameton production of 'Pharmstandard' refers to the fine, and the others studied - to the coarse aerosols, which is more preferable. A comparative analysis of the drugs Kameton five different manufacturers showed that the most effective mode of operation of the spray packaging system, providing the most favorable conditions for the delivery of the drug to the mucous membrane of the throat, is carried out in drug production of 'Firm 'VIPSMED'.